
Chapter 133:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
: EXPLAIN ONE MORE TIME (IMPORTANT,
MUST-SEE)
I just explained the evolution of the spirit crystal yesterday, and some readers asked in
the chapter... Did you not read yesterday's explanation?

Each extraordinary gene of the protagonist needs to be tempered many times because
the protagonist has to evolve genes again and again. For example, if the original
ordinary genes evolve to elite genes, the original ordinary genes will definitely decrease
if their tempering degree is perfect to the elite genes. Can this be understood?

You can't let the spirit crystals consumed by ordinary gene refining be the same as elite
genes, right?

Therefore, the refinement after each evolution is actually to fill up the tempering degree
of the genes after the evolution.

Some readers said that other genetic warriors do not need to be tempered. That is
because other genetic warriors do not have the ability to evolve, and the genes that have
been tempered to completion are originally tempered, so why continue tempering?

In addition, it is said that it consumes too much, which has been mentioned before.

Compared with the spiritual power of the same level, the consumed spiritual power is
basically tens of thousands of spiritual crystals, and there are various factors that will
affect it.

This pair is the same for all genetic warriors, isn't it just for cultivation to obtain
spiritual crystals in the land of origin?

If it really consumes a few thousand spirit crystals and breaks through, then everyone is
a ** of war.

The author doesn’t want to explain it anymore...please take a look at it, big guys.
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Finally, some people say that the recording mechanism control is useless, and the
usefulness will be written in today's update, and it is very useful.

In addition, genes can evolve. After they evolve to the limit, some genes have the same
source, such as wind blade and wind gun. The source is wind. If the same genes are
recorded, there is an advantage in the early stage and can be superimposed, but
Evolving to the limit will reduce one gene chain position and one less source. So the
protagonist will choose genes in different directions for evolution.

In short, the author won’t burn useless genes, so don’t worry.

Alright, the author gets up and the code word, rushing
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